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Introduction 

The number one death every year is caused by heart disease [1], One way to detect heart abnormalities is with the 

help of an electrocardiogram (EKG). Heart defects are health disorders that severely affect the major blood vessels 

when they supply blood to the heart, where the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) produces values that determine 

symptoms that have a very close relationship. with a type of heart disorder. 

Monitoring systems such as ECG for diagnosis and treatment are switching to wireless technology with the 

development of medical instrumentation technology that is used mobile and makes patients feel more comfortable 

[1]−[3]. One of the wireless-based devices in medical telemetry that might be developed is telecardiology which 

involves transmitting electrocardiogram (ECG) signals [4]−[6], in addition to using computational methods with a 

Machine Learning (PCC) approach to diagnose abnormalities such as predicting heart disease [7]−[10]. , Apart from 

that, researchers use the K-Means concept to diagnose heart abnormalities [11]−[13], classify heart disease using a 

naive Bayes approach [14]−[16], By utilizing smartphone technology to diagnose heart abnormalities, they are able 

to predict the risk of sudden heart attack . [17], ECG diagnosis uses the Pearson correlation coefficient approach [18], 

Several computational approaches are used to diagnose heart abnormalities using artificial neural network algorithms 

[19]−[22], Another approach that is widely used to diagnose heart abnormalities is the fuzzy logic approach 

[23]−[26]. 

This research uses the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) method to determine the relationship between two 

variables, where this correlation technique is related to interval, ordinal and nominal scale variables. Pearson 

correlation is one of the correlation tests used to determine the degree of closeness of the relationship between two 

variables that have an interval or ratio, have a normal distribution, and returns a coefficient value with a range between 

-1.0 and 1, where a positive value is 1, a value of -1. is a negative value, and a value of 0 is a value where there is no 

correlation. This research aims to apply symptom correlation patterns based on electrocardiogram data on heart 
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Abstract 

This study was conducted to map the relationship between a symptom and the type of heart disease, based on the results of the 

electrocardiogram medical record data. The purpose of this study was to apply a symptom correlation pattern based on 

electrocardiogram data of heart abnormalities. Where the results of this study produce values that determine symptoms that have 

a very close relationship with the type of heart disorder, and make an analysis to diagnose normal and abnormal heart disorders 

using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) approach. The results show that the relationship between symptoms has a very 

strong relationship. dominant with normal heart defects is the relationship between AV conduction duration and other symptoms 

because the relationship between AV conduction duration and other symptoms has a very strong average level of association. 

symptoms also have a strong average level of association, while the relationship between other symptoms appears to have a 

moderate relationship and does not even have any relationship with someone who is identified as having a heart abnormality 

diagnosis (abnormal) and normal heart. 

https://doi.org/10.33096/ilkom.v1xix.xxx.x-x
https://jurnal.fikom.umi.ac.id/index.php/ILKOM/article/view/1455
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disorders, where the results of this research produce values that determine symptoms that have a very close relationship 

with heart type. The results of the study showed that the relationship between symptoms that had a very dominant 

relationship with normal heart abnormalities was the relationship between AV conduction duration and other 

symptoms because the relationship between AV conduction duration and other symptoms had a very strong average 

level of relationship, in addition to the relationship between right and left ventricular activation. (ventricular 

depolarization). with other symptoms. symptoms also had a strong average level of correlation, whereas other 

symptom associations appeared to have moderate or even no association with someone being identified as having a 

diagnosis of heart disease. 

Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) 

𝑇𝑥𝑦 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)

𝑛

𝑖=1

√∑ ((𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2 .  ∑
𝑛

𝑖 = 1
(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(1) 

(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�), �̅� = 𝑥 bar is the average obtained from the variable 𝑥 

(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�), �̅� = 𝑦 bar is the average obtained from the variable 𝑦 

Electrocardiogram 

Normal and Abnormal Heart Abnormalities 

Normal heart and abnormal heart heart sounds can be checked through a stethoscope. Abnormal heart sounds can 

be caused by problems with the heart valves, infections in the heart, and heart rhythm disturbances. The types of 

sounds in the heart consist of friction rub such as paper friction can be caused by friction in the pericardial layer and 

are found in patients with pericarditis, murmurs that are similar to hissing sounds, and gallop sounds like the soles of 

a horse's hoof can be experienced by patients with heart failure. 

The normal heart rate when not actively moving reaches 60-100 beats per minute. This condition is called a resting 

heart rate, while a normal heart rate when actively moving, the heart can beat faster to distribute more oxygen to the 

muscles of the body that are working. In addition, if the heart rate when running is much faster than the heart rate 

when walking, so that the heart rate during exercise can reach 160 beats per minute or more. 

Method  

Collect electrocardiogram medical record data and conduct interviews with heart specialists. The next process is to 
carry out the process of interpreting heart abnormalities (abnormal) and normal heart. The next step is to analyze the 
correlation pattern between heart disease (abnormal) and normal hearts. The step with the PCC approach is to rank the 
attributes of a defective (abnormal) heart, the results of ranking the attributes of a normal heart. The stages in the process 
of diagnosing heart disorders using the Pearson correlation approach consist of entering patient data, reading patient 
data, carrying out data analysis, carrying out the Pearson correlation test and that's it. 

Data is a very important component in the success of research, it is related to the way data is collected, the data 
sources used. Based on the data source, the type of data used in this study is primary data. The data used in this study 
was taken from electrocardiogram medical records which consisted of HR value intervals, P-R values, QRS values, QT 
values, QTC values, AXIS values. , RV6 value, SV1 value and R+S value. 

Results and Discussion  

A. Abnormal Heart Disease Attribute Ranking Results 

This research aimsThe aim of this research is to apply symptom correlation patterns based on electrocardiogram 
data on heart disorders using the Pearson correlation coefficient method. Where the results of this research produce 
values that determine symptoms that have a very close relationship with the type of heart abnormality, and create an 
analysis to diagnose normal and abnormal heart abnormalities using the Pearson correlation coefficient approach. One 
application of the Pearson correlation coefficient is to continuously increase the level of linear relationship between two 
variables. Where normal and abnormal heart defects have 9 attributes (symptoms), namely HR, P-R, QRS, QT, QTC, 
AXIS, RV6, SV1 and R+S, which later each attribute (symptom) is connected to other attributes (symptoms) so that 
can produce an r value which will later determine the relationship that most influences normal and abnormal heart 
defects. 
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This study produces symptoms that have a linear relationship to two continuous variables, where the 
electrocardiogram medical record data is 100 data and has nine attributes, namely Heart Rate, PR, activation of the right 
and left ventricles (ventricular depolarization)., duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization, Corrected QT 
interval, Frontal plane and Horizontal Plane, RV6, SV1 and R+S, where each attribute (symptom ) returns a value r, 
where the value of r determines the most influential relationship to heart defects. 

Analysis of the pattern of heart abnormalities and normal heart symptoms was tested using the WEKA software, 
The test is carried out by looking for attribute rankings, so that it can be seen that the relationship that has the highest 
value compared to other relationships will then be grouped according to the attribute ranking of the correlation of 
symptoms to normal and abnormal heart disorders. After all attributes have their respective ranking order, then choose 
the attribute that has the highest ranking from other attributes, in this study the results of the attribute with the highest 
ranking value are the RV6 attribute against other attributes, to make it easier to see the ranking order of the RV6 
attribute. Figure 1 shows the ranking of the correlation of symptoms of heart abnormalities and normal heart. 

 

Figure 1. RV6 Rank Abnormal Heart Disease 

B. Normal Heart Disease Attribute Ranking Results 

After all the attributes have their respective ranking order, then choose the attribute that has the highest ranking of 
the other attributes, In this study, the results of the attribute with the highest ranking value are the AV conduction 
duration attributes against other attributes, to make it easier to see the ranking order of the AV conduction duration 
attributes. 

 

Figure 2. AV conduction duration Rank against Normal Heart 
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C. PCC Calculation Process for Medical Data of Heart Abnormal Patients (Abnormal) 

 

Figure 3. Medical Data of Abnormal Heart Abnormal Patients part 1 

 

Figure 4. Medical Data of Abnormal Heart Abnormal Patients part 2 

The calculation of the PCC value between Heart Rate and AV conduction duration can be shown as follows: 

T Heart Rate 𝑃𝑅 = 
∑ 𝐻𝑅𝑖−HR̅̅̅̅̅)(𝑃𝑅𝑖−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ )
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T 𝐻𝑅, 𝑃𝑅 = 
((𝐻𝑅1−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅1−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))+((𝐻𝑅2−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅2−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))+((𝐻𝑅3−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅3−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))+((𝐻𝑅4−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅4−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))+((𝐻𝑅5−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅5−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))

+((𝐻𝑅6−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅6−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))+((𝐻𝑅7−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅7−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))+((𝐻𝑅8−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅8−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))+((𝐻𝑅9−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅9−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))+((𝐻𝑅10−𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ).  (𝑃𝑅10−𝑃𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ))

√

(𝐻𝑅1−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+(𝐻𝑅2−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+(𝐻𝑅3−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+(𝐻𝑅4−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+(𝐻𝑅5−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+(𝐻𝑅6−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+(𝐻𝑅7−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+

(𝐻𝑅8−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+(𝐻𝑅9−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2+(𝐻𝑅10−HR̅̅̅̅̅)2 .(𝑃𝑅1−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2+(𝑃𝑅2−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2+(𝑃𝑅3−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2+(𝑃𝑅4−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2+(𝑃𝑅5−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2+(𝑃𝑅6−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2

+(𝑃𝑅7−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2+(𝑃𝑅8−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2+(𝑃𝑅9−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2+(𝑃𝑅10−PR̅̅ ̅̅ )2

 

 

T 𝐻𝑅, 𝑃𝑅 = 
((134−129,40).  (157−184,10))+((106−129,40).  (169−184,10))+((137−129,40).  (271−184,10))+((140−129,40).  (212−184,10))

+((136−129,40).  (158−184,10))+((134−129,40).  (136−184,10))+((118−129,40).  (169−184,10))+

((124−110,60).  (151−184,10))+((140−129,40).  (266−184,10))+((125−129,40).  (152−184,10))

√

(134−129,40)2+(106−129,40)2+(137−129,40)2+(140−129,40)2+(136−129,40)2+(134−129,40)2+(118−129,40)2+

(124−110,60)2+(140−129,40)2+(125−129,40)2 .(157−184,10)2+(169−184,10)2+(271−184,1)2+(212−184,10)2+(158−184,10)2

+(136−184,10)2 +(169−184,10)2+(151−184,10)2

+(266−184,10)2+(152−184,10)2

 

𝐻𝑅, 𝑃𝑅 = 
2151.6

√(1094.4).(21348.9)
 

T 𝐻𝑅, 𝑃𝑅 = 
2151.6

√23364236.16
 

T 𝐻𝑅, 𝑃𝑅 = 
2151.6

4833.656603
 

T 𝐻𝑅, 𝑃𝑅 = 0.445 

Table 1. Table of Symptoms of Normal Heart Abnormalities 

Heart Rate 

AV 

conduction 

duration 

Activation of the 

right and left 

ventricles 

(ventricular 

depolarization). 

Duration of 

ventricular 

depolarization 

and 

repolarization 

Corrected 

QT interval 

Frontal 

plane and 

Horizontal 

Plane 

RV6 SV1 R+S 

Heart Rate 1         

AV conduction 

duration 
-0.69 1        

Activation of 

the right and 

left ventricles 

(ventricular 

depolarization). 

-0.73 0.76 1       

Duration of 

ventricular 

depolarization 

and 

repolarization 

-0.80 0.80 0.78 1      

Corrected QT 

interval 
-0.59 0.78 0.59 0.59 1     

Frontal plane 

and Horizontal 

Plane 

0.37 -0.60 -0.39 -0.52 -0.86 1    

RV6 -0.46 0.73 0.61 0.49 0.72 -0.66 1   

SV1 -0.33 0.57 0.62 0.41 0.33 -0.04 0.36 1  

R+S -0.60 0.53 0.65 0.49 0.61 -0.40 0.60 0.74 1 

Based on the PCC value, it can be seen that the relationship between HR and almost all attributes (symptoms) does 

not have any relationship to a person's diagnosis when a normal heart defect is identified, however there is one 

relationship between HR and AXIS that is identified but has a moderate relationship. 

The relationship between Heart Rate and almost all attributes (symptoms) does not have any relationship with a 

person's diagnosis when a heart abnormality is found, but there is a relationship between Heart Rate and Frontal plane 

and Horizontal Plane which is identified but has a moderate relationship. For the AV conduction duration R attribute 

(symptoms) it can be seen that the AV conduction duration to activation of the right and left ventricles (ventricular 

depolarization)., duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization, Corrected QT interval, and RV6 has a very 
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strong relationship to the diagnosis of a person identified with normal heart abnormalities, where the AV conduction 

duration value to activation of the right and left ventricles (ventricular depolarization). is r 0.76 or 57.76%, AV 

conduction duration to duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization is r 0.80 or 64%, AV conduction 

duration to Corrected QT interval is r 0.78 or 60.84% and AV conduction duration to RV6 is r 0.73 or 53.29%. Where 

two relationships of AV conduction duration symptoms to SV1 and R+S have a strong relationship to normal heart 

abnormalities and one relationship that does not have any relationship, namely AV conduction duration to Frontal 

plane and Horizontal Plane. The activation of the right and left ventricles (ventricular depolarization). attribute 

(symptom) has a strong relationship with the Corrected QT interval, RV6, SV1 and R+S attributes, where there is only 

one symptom relationship that appears to have a very strong relationship, namely the relationship between activation 

of the right and left ventricles (ventricular depolarization). and duration of ventricular depolarization and 

repolarization with an r value of 0.78 or 60.84% of normal heart defects and only has one relationship that does not 

have any relationship, namely activation of the right and left ventricles (ventricular depolarization). and Frontal plane 

and Horizontal Plane. In addition, the relationship between duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization 

and Corrected QT interval symptoms only has a strong relationship with r 0.59 or 34.81% but has three moderate 

relationships, namely duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization to RV6, SV1 and R+S and one 

relationship that does not have any relationship, namely duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization to 

Frontal plane and Horizontal Plane. For the Corrected QT interval symptom relationship, there is only one very strong 

relationship, namely Corrected QT interval to RV6 with an r value of 0.72 or 51.84%, and only has one strong 

relationship, namely Corrected QT interval to R+S, and a moderate relationship, namely Corrected QT interval to SV1 

and one relationship that does not have any relationship, namely Corrected QT interval against Frontal plane and 

Horizontal Plane. For Frontal plane and Horizontal Plane symptoms, it can be seen that all the relationships between 

A Frontal plane and Horizontal Plane XIS symptoms and other symptoms do not have any relationship to a person's 

diagnosis of normal heart abnormalities. For the symptoms shown by the RV6 and SV1 ranges, only the relationship 

between SV1 and R+S has a very strong relationship with an r-value of 0.74 or 54.76% of a person's diagnosis of 

normal heart defects. While the attributes (symptoms) of RV6 to SV1 only have a moderate relationship and the 

relationship of RV6 to R+S only appears to have a strong relationship.  

The P-R relationship to other symptoms has a very strong average level of relationship, apart from that the QRS 

relationship to other symptoms also has a strong average level of relationship, while the relationship between other 

symptoms only appears to have a moderate relationship or even no relationship whatsoever to someone who is 

identified as having a diagnosis of a normal heart defect. It can be concluded that the relationship between symptoms 

that have a very dominant relationship with normal heart defects is the relationship between AV conduction duration 

and other symptoms because the relationship between AV conduction duration and other symptoms has a very strong 

average level of relationship. activation of the right and left ventricles (ventricular depolarization). associations with 

other symptoms also had a strong average association rate, whereas associations between other symptoms appeared 

to have a moderate or no relationship with someone identified as having the diagnosis. 

Conclusion  

Correlation pattern of symptoms based on electrocardiogram data on abnormal and normal heart abnormalities, 

starting with collecting data related to heart abnormalities and an EKG (Electrocardiogram) device, then managing 

the data through any factors related to abnormal and normal heart abnormalities and then determine correlation results. 

By using the Pearson correlation coefficient method, you can look for a level of correlation or relationship that is the 

strongest or has an influence on the identified symptoms of abnormal and normal heart abnormalities. By calculating 

the X and Y values and then looking for the average value of the X and Y values, you can find out the r value of a 

symptom's relationship to other symptoms. The Pearson correlation coefficient method can determine the correlation 

pattern of symptoms based on electrocardiogram data on abnormal and normal heart abnormalities. Because the 

Pearson correlation coefficient method is used to measure the strength and/or relationship of two variables. 

This research was analyzed using WEKA, and only displays the ranking attribute for each symptom, so the 

researcher has to select again manually to find the highest ranking for each symptom attribute that has been analyzed 

using WEKA. In the WEKA application, patient data can only be processed using CSV or Arff format. So you have 

to create a CSV or Arff file first. 
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